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theme: it’s an architecture art piece 

 

 

Date: On Martin Luther King Jr. Day – 2018 

cited: an art piece, Triton Museum-SC 

Before I saw it, I drew something like it. [it, [saw] this one piece; and not [not ever seeing] any  [other 

like it:] shape and or utensil like i/t] Of course it’s closed for the holiday; the blue-lamp shade hue points 

to water and of course light use: dip and swim in: that’s where we get? [this art piece exhibition] cliché 

swimming recreation even in social familial ties from? The lamp-shade from or shimmer reminds us of 

the 70s if past the 60s? who knows I don’t have a history book here where we hoped civil rights were 

already exuberated but regulating stories tell a different fighting perspective.  
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theme: why don’t [homeless] people have accessible un-indentured storage; is there a shortage of 

free locking cabinets with basic surveillance and bomb[-proof] like amenities; or are all [the:] local 

false authorities stealing down to it all, for their unearning selves. Oh shelves. I’ve almost been 

arrested by groups how many times, petitioning and rioting for small and basic storage that’s free; 

and handed numerous strikes of legal trouble. Will I head to jail soon, for the same reason as more 

men and women in “uniform” approach me with batons; and will I receive more court orders for 

power of authority over my doj clearances? What are they, I’m not even sure of all of them or if they 

exist.  And when did they start. Can my clearance-s put you in non.reformed. jail forever for 

approaching me ever in any: way, that I don’t appreciate. That sounds like too much power, I don’t 

deserve; right.  

 

The two dimples stand together spaced out by the handle-bars a stand; procreation for how-to place 

swimming and-or dipping pools.  

In the vicinity of our habitation; where we might locate the glasses: that tell us where to place our pools 

and so perhaps in the habitat of our environment: how and when to approach is recreation and-or rest? 

And what might this have to do with civil rights; & cited: Martin Luther King Jr., Day/day.  

Perhaps a reminder that civil rights give us a rest and-or opportunity for recreation … and  

[the dimples as eye slots] 

Yet until they are perplexed into normalcy we may not be able to seize all the rest and-or recreation: 

that we have earned. And how is that one knows for sure it is a corrected, correct participant of civil 

rites.  


